FACILITIES

Facilities sometimes overlook important essentials with security system deployments.
Let ivelah provide you with a useful overview of security provisioning for in-facility
work environments.
If your company has multiple locations, it is important to
consider whether or not your facility is required to meet a
Global Security System Policy.
Although having a site-wide security policy will present a
catalogue of cost-saving benefits, not having one does
not mean all is lost. By adopting some basic principles
for system choice, deployment and design, you will
create lower operational costs and far better security
provisioning.
We believe the following security strategies will help
improve the security at your facility.

Video surveillance cameras
and access control systems are
not all created equal.
Having the right partner will help
ensure your tools can adjust to
fit your changing needs.

BASIC APPLICATION DECISIONS
When selecting or upgrading an access control/video
surveillance system seek out those already established
as a multi-site application and are capable of working
across networks.
This will provide a more manageable system and
complete database from a corporate standard. It is still
possible to give a local site access and decision-making
rights for their own particular location requirements.

Contact ivelah,
the security expert
that understands your
business.

Next Level Security Starts Here! Inquire at www.ivelah.com/infacility today!

With an Enterprise Solution, you can make your own business choices for monitoring and event
management:
• One single location that all facilities connect to
• Local facilities that oversee their own management
• A hybrid where you can pass responsibility between both

Operational costs, training and maintenance are all reduced with the single platform ideology.
Integrations with your other business critical systems such as HR, training, cashless vending and
transportation become far easier to introduce with one API or gateway to your enterprise-level
access control system rather than the expense of developing them for multiple security systems.

SYSTEMS ALREADY INSTALLED
If your system is already installed, you are still in a position to reduce operational costs and improve
reliability.
Standardizing on hardware and auxiliary equipment like Locks and Power Supplies is a worthwhile
first step into creating more reliable systems and cost savings. A networkable Power Supply can
be effectively monitored from a central location or remotely accessible to your service provider.
Reduced vendor pricing can be negotiated for support and replacement services where
components are not unique to each site.
Add an additional tier of convenience and cost savings by
introducing a more effective single access card technology.
Replace readers with a more appropriate format that you use
Consider developing one card holder database that is kept
centrally and connect that to your corporate HR department for
faster onboarding and employee management.
New card technology and system configuration will open up far more possibilities for biometric
configurations and other options.

Next Level Security Starts Here! Inquire at www.ivelah.com/infacility today!

“By selecting the right provider who can
facilitate different video technologies into a
single collection point, a central monitoring
center is achieved.”

Evaluate the capabilities of your networks and connectivity between sites. Consider streaming
the video from surveillance cameras to a central location.
Before simply replacing cameras, create a pixels per foot mandate, to ensure any camera
deployed is actually providing usable video. We have found that more than 50% of facility
Reference Image
cameras
we have seen deployed have the wrong placement and/or incorrect specification.

Reference images are captured under ideal conditions. Poor lighting, increased compression, or use of a lower quality lens will affect the quality of the
images captured.

Make better use of video technology and your investment by having images that you can
actually see and use.
It is possible to stream all video to an off-site third party Situational Awareness
Center. This will allow you to re-purpose your in-house monitoring and
security staff. By selecting the right provider who can facilitate different
video technologies into a single collection point, a central monitoring center
is achieved. There is a host of other options that can accompany this service.
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principles with continued
dialogue and consultation, providing essential information and insight for
effective security system provisioning.
With comprehensive designs, scopes, and proposals complemented by effective implementation
strategies, customers can look forward to innovative “future-proof” solutions.
Next Level Security Starts Here! Inquire at www.ivelah.com/infacility today!

Let us help you make
better informed security decisions
The security industry specialists at ivelah are well-versed in assessing clients’ precise needs and
delivering access control & video surveillance solutions that are smart, dependable, and scalable.
Reducing your risks and developing a security strategy that improves workflow and production
puts your business needs are at the heart of every design and decision we present.
Solutions that consist of reliable technologies and designs that will evolve with your business
can also help you plan for the future.
Whether your security challenges affect one location or many, ivelah are committed to aligning
you with the right technology and security system applications, deployed uniformly throughout.

Strategic Solutions

Security Standards

Beneficial Integrations

Make better-informed decisions
on what equipment to use in your
security designs & technologies.

Ensure your deployment and on-going
system management is running efficiently
and in a cost-effective manor.

Maximize all the benefits your security
systems offer and connect seamlessly
to other business critical systems.

•
•
•
•
•

Access Control
Video Surveillance
Remote Monitoring
Intrusion Detection
Elevated Skin Temperature

•
•
•
•
•

Technology Choice
Deployment Practices
Credentialing
Operations & Response
Reducing the Cost of Ownership

•
•
•
•
•

Human Resources
Accounting
Inventory
Production
Various Open-Source Programs

To learn more go to: www.ivelah.com/infacility
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